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Thanks for attending this speciality workshop!
I really hope that you enjoy it and feel like it gives you a great insight into the possibilities of player development 
programs that use modified courts and equipment.

If you are left with questions after the workshop please email us 

information@evolve9.com 

Evolve9.com is a specialist company that provides coach education and consultancy to large tennis providers and 
National Federations. Currently we are working with 

•	 Tennis Australia

•	 Tennis Norway 

•	 Dutch Tennis Federation (KNLTB)

•	 LTA 

•	 ITF

Plus Tennis Corporation of America and a number of large facilities in the US

We would like to share the information that we are always developing with you far beyond this course and so would 
like to invite you to become an evolve9 member.

You can also access regular updates and join our “evolve9 kids tennis” groups on facebook, plaxo and linkedin. 

Equally there is free information on our site and you can join our blog and forum, and sign up for a free newsletter 
through the homepage.

We really hope that this will not be the last time that we spend time together on court!
Sincerely

Mike Barrell
Evolve9.com 
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1.1  Essential Competitions

Competition can be fun for all children and is a necessary part of development.. But, it has to be appropriate and 
organised with the right approach. No longer should competition be designed for the sporty elite but discouraging and 
demoralising for the less able. Competitive experiences need to be appropriate for the majority of players, rather than 
only better players.

There are many ways to involve and inspire children in competitions. Different formats and themes can be used to 
maintain children’s interest and excitement. Lower ability players or those who devote less time to tennis may prefer 
to only play in their club environment (intra club competitions), while keener and more able children can compete 
on a more regular basis in inter club events, as well as intra club events. It’s also worth remembering that like all skills, 
children develop competitiveness at different rates so be sure not to push any child into a competition that they don’t 
feel ready for, even if you know the child is the required standard. Learning to compete is like many other life skills, best 
done first in familiar surroundings before going further afield.

Making the most of competitions

Competing is at the heart of kids sport, including tennis. The vast majority of young players aspire to improve their 
game and compete, in appropriate surroundings. This is important for young players for many reasons:

•	 Competition makes learning meaningful

•	 Competition provides a measure of improvement, and a value to coaching

•	  Appropriate competition assists mental and competitive development 

•	 Competition teaches respect for others, the game and the understanding of rules

•	 Competition invokes a sense of achievement and aids progress

•	 Appropriate competition motivates all players and in particular identifies those with a specific talent for the 
game, our future pro players

•	 The competition environment has an off court social element which is also enjoyable
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1.2  Understanding How a Child Sees Competition

Just as we look at technical and tactical skills using a developmental approach so we can also look at a player’s 
competitive journey from a young age using a similar approach; taking into account the demands of the game, the 
players needs both physically and emotionally and then the coaches, and in this case parents behaviour and role, in the 
process. We have to also consider the immature outlook that a child has and understand how all these factors will have 
a major impact in a child’s enjoyment of the game.

Each child’s motivation to compete varies. Some seem born for the battle, while others shy away from competitive 
situations. As coaches, remember that children do change and develop, and the influences around them can encourage 
or discourage this competitive orientation. Rather than consider withdrawing them from competition we should:

•	 Ensure that it is appropriate - duration, format and location

•	 Send the message that performing the skills is more important than the outcome

•	 Make them understand that the outcome does not impact on how we feel about them

Children will still reflect on the results, and may cry or get upset, when they lose. This is part of learning about winning 
and losing. The key is not to make the situation worse by presenting competition in a way that is inappropriate for 
their emotional and physiological age, or spending time dwelling on the result. The best way to get a child to enjoy 
competition is to present a pathway of experiences that gradually increases the challenge and ownership of the 
performance. This should start in lessons by performing tasks that are measurable, playing points and being placed in 
competitive situations.

But to really get a grip on a child’s view we also need to consider the way in which they view competition with 
particular reference to the issue of effort and ability.

This is particularly important as young players cannot generally differentiate between effort and ability; and as a 
consequence the following are likely:

•	 They struggle to separate the result from their own performance or themselves

•	 Believe that the result was entirely down to their own efforts or lack of them

•	 Will feel that if they lose that it was all their fault

•	  Believe that if they lose today and try harder next time that they will win

•	 Are more likely to get very happy or very upset by a result

•	 May get upset even when the opponent hits a great shot

Statements like “it’s not fair he was too good” and “next time I’ll try harder and win” are not uncommon, so listening to 
what children say when they speak about competition gives you a good view of how they see it.

Fear and Fair

The two key words to remember when thinking about how to make competition more appealing to young players are 
FEAR and FAIR. In the child’s mind you must reduce the Fear and ensure things are Fair. If you can control these two 
factors then more children will enjoy the competitive experience.
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Managing FEAR means that you ensure that

•	 Parents and coaches react positively no matter what

•	 Results are not considered a big issue whether they are victories or defeats

•	 There are not major prizes for events, although small ones are fine 

•	 You do not raise the expectations of the player by expecting them to win

•	 All observers maintain positive body language and help contribute to a positive atmosphere

Managing FAIR means that you ensure that

•	 Players feel that they have a chance of meeting expectations 

•	 Players are all of approximately the same level

•	 Players have a chance to see the experience as worthwhile

•	 Players are not asked to play to the point where they are too exhausted to compete at their best

There are many other considerations that may be specific to individual children and their personality traits but all can 
be categorised into issues around either Fear or Fair.

The Challenges of the Tennis Format

The game also has some mental challenges like

•	 It’s never over until it’s over (you can be ahead and still lose or visa versa)

•	 There is no time limit

•	 There is no immediate way to telling how well you played (it’s not like golf or track where times or scores tell you 
how you performed irrespective of the result)

•	 Best of 3, means that you can win even when you lost the first set

•	 The match is split up into small blocks which keep restarting, points make up games and games sets

•	 You can win more points than your opponent and still lose

•	 Some points are more important than others for example game point or break point

Remember that as experienced players that we take these nuances for granted but children may find them challenging 
and frustrating.
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1.3  Structuring Appropriate Competition

Competition should provide a balance of fun and inspiration. The best way is to make competition as real as possible to 
them but appropriate for the players’ age, ability and mentality. 

Planning and preparation

Think about these 5 factors: 

•	 Location: First in the club, then some or all at other local clubs. As better players grow and progress, they may 
need to travel to other parts of the area and then in the state or region

•	 Length: Everyone should be involved throughout the whole competition. At first competitions should be very 
short, getting longer as the players progress

•	 Format: Team and round robin formats are best so everyone plays lots of matches. Team should be the main 
format used in 36’ / Red with the gradual introduction of individual competitions through Orange and Green.

•	 Scoring method: Simple tie breaks, progressing to short sets in 60’ / Orange and 78’/ Green

•	 Approach: An open, enthusiastic and welcoming manner, appropriate application of the rules and efficient 
organisation so that players aren’t waiting too long between matches

Focus on performance and not on results

When players play they’re improving their skills and learning to compete. Winning is nice but not necessary. Research 
into the Long Term Development of tennis players shows that as players get older the purpose of competition 
changes. Up to at least 12/13 years of age learning to play, respect for opponents, officials and the rules are equally 
as important as the outcome. There should be a clear link to work done in lessons so children can see how their skill 
level is improving. Children who don’t win are encouraged to continue participating by rewarding other attributes so 
they associate competition as part of the player development process. Even in a team environment beware of over 
emphasising the result as it can lead to unnecessary peer pressure and disappointment.

Who should play in what? 

Competition is a gradual process with shorter and easier competition at 36’ / Red progressing through 60’ / Orange and 
building towards  78’ / Green tennis. 

•	 Be sensible: Children should play in 36’ / Red, 60’ / Orange or 78’ / Green as they do in lessons 

•	 Doubling up: Players who’ve recently progressed to the next stage (eg. 36’ / Red to Orange) may continue 
to play in the lower stage (36’ / Red) competitions to help keep their confidence level up. In deciding when 
to move a player completely to the next stage common sense should prevail – no one benefits from a player 
winning very easily on a consistent basis, so a variety of competitive experiences is best

•	 Age groups: In the club there’s no need for age capping. Allow children to play in the stage they play in their 
lessons. If you’ve got a wide age range in any stage then think about running separate events or grouping 
them by age so that players really enjoy the social side as well, and are not embarrassed by results again much 
younger opposition 
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Who scores or supervises? 

Learning to score is a gradual process for young children. A good way to encourage them to learn about the rules is to 
let them umpire each other’s matches in informal situations, such as lessons. Scoring in more formal competitions may 
require adult supervision. A good guide is: 
36’ / Red: adults or assistants as scorers, though older 36’ / Red players may be able to score themselves
60’ / Orange: encourage children to score their own matches with adults or assistants as supervisors
78’ / Green: players should be expected to keep their own score

Gender differences

Organisers must be sensitive to the different needs of girls and boys at all stages. Not all girls happily mix with boys. If 
necessary/possible, arrange girls’ only competitions or girls’ only groups or teams within a competition, if you feel that it 
might be a problem. When girls do compete with the boys consider having a prize for the top placed girl.

Activity off court

As matches get longer, inevitably the rests get longer. When players are off court for a long period of time it’s a good 
idea to provide an area to practice, have off court activities such as quizzes, puzzles, card games, board games, videos, 
table tennis, etc.

Prizes and presentations

All players should be encouraged to stay for the presentation at the end and be given a small prize for participation. A 
team or round robin format should encourage this to happen naturally. Prizes can be given to winners/group winners 
and also for performing specific skills that have been worked on in practice, or for qualities that are judged to be 
particularly important in the development of young players. Remember though, the size of the prize will affect the level 
of importance that some parents give to the event. 

Suggested prizes: Certificates are good for small prizes. For special prizes small medals are inexpensive and very 
popular but remember that they will lose their value if given out too often. At 36’ / Red level you may want to reward 
fair play, effort, stroke of the day etc, but ensure that as players get older the prizes actually mean something. Prizes for 
prizes sake will be perceived as worthless by players and may ultimately devalue the rewarding process for other things.

Giving Honest Messages 
It’s all too easy for a coach, parent or organiser to give out the wrong messages about competition. Watch out for the 
following big mistakes: 

•	 Overemphasising competition and creating pressure on young players

•	 The first question of ‘Did you win?’ rather than, ‘How did you play?’ ‘How did your serve go?’ 

•	 Only saying well done for a win rather than for a big effort or playing a shot learned in lessons, consistency or 
good play

•	 Giving big prizes or trophies for winners and none for other things or other players

•	 Travelling a long distance to an event – it can make it seem more important 

•	 Running long events – they too seem more important

•	 Mentioning all the money spent on lessons

•	 A knockout format with a single winner or champion at the end rather than a team 
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Keep them going 

If competition is well organised for young players then they should all be enthusiastic to compete and keep playing. So 
a club Program must provide appropriate competition for all ages and abilities. 

Rules of the Game 

The rules of all modified versions are the same as the basic rules for tennis, and should be so to help children become 
familiar with the game at a young age. 
For official competitions it’s important that children are faced with consistent rules and scoring and with an approach 
that’s sensitive to the needs of the child at that age. For coaching and teaching purposes, the rules can be adapted 
according to the ability of the children and the time and space available
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1.4  Choosing the best scoring method 

General principles: 

•	 Duration of matches increase as players play better and get older

•	 It’s better to play many short matches rather than fewer long ones. 

•	 Team events have shorter matches than one off matches

Information needed:

•	 Age, stage and ability 

•	 Time – how long on the courts

•	 Courts – how many courts, or perhaps half courts for half court singles

•	 Players - how many

•	 Format – team, round robin, etc 

Work out the number of matches you’ll need to play, divide by the time you have on all the courts allowing for intro, 
changeovers and presentation. Then you’ll have a time for each match and can choose a suitable length for scoring. 

Average time for matches

Stage & Age Scoring  Match Duration Event Duration

36’ Red 5 - 6 Tie break to 7 (1 point clear) 7 mins 1 - 2 Hrs

36’ Red 7 - 8 Match tie break to 10 (2 or 1 point clear) 10 mins 2 - 3 Hrs

60’ Orange 8 - 10 Tie break to 7(1 or 2 points clear) 10 mins 3 - 4 Hrs

60’ Orange 8 - 10 Match tie break to 10 (1 or 2 points clear ) 13 mins

60’ Orange 8 - 10 2 tie breaks (can produce a draw) 18 mins

60’ Orange 8 - 10 Best of 3 tie breaks 25 mins

78 ‘ Green 9 - 12 Tie break to 7 10 mins 4 - 5 Hrs

78 ‘ Green 9 - 12 Match tie break to 10 13 mins

78 ‘ Green 9 - 12 2 tie breaks (can produce a draw) 18 mins

78 ‘ Green 9 - 12 Best of 3 tie breaks 25 mins 4 Hrs – 1 Day

78 ‘ Green 9 - 12 One ‘short set’ to 4 with tie break at 4-4 20 mins

78 ‘ Green 9 - 12 4 4 tie break 50 mins
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Timed matches

Play ‘timed’ matches when exact timing is very important. Each match finishes after a specified period of time (3 mins, 
10 mins, 20 mins, etc). Allow at least a 2 minute changeover time between matches. 

Limited points matches

To give every player equal number of games they could play a specified number of points. Eg. each match is 9 points, so 
the score can be 8-1, 6-3, etc, or each match is 8 points, so the score can be 5-3, 
4-4, etc. Where a match is an ‘even number’ at a limited points event, a match can result in a draw and both players 
feeling like winners, which can be a great confidence booster for young players.
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1.5  Creating a Club Calendar 

Competitions should be included at each level of the Program. Some examples of how to include them could be:

Week 10 Team Tournament 

Every 5th and or 10th week of the session, one of the weekly lessons is be replaced with a mini tournament.  The 
formats listed in “Formats” can be used in the Program and fit within the 45 minute to one and a half hour session. This 
will help focus you as a teaching pro to ensure that the players have developed the skills to play these events and also 
focus the players, so that they see lessons as a way of getting ready for competition.

Club Night

Each week hold an open competition that players can come along to and play a variety of different opponents.

Junior Team Tennis

Most national associations provide a format and resources to run these kind of events and most children love the idea 
of being in a team. These may be internal with only the players within your club, or external events playing against 
other clubs.

World Tour Monthly Tournaments

Every month host a “World Tour Event” which is an additional team based tournament for players who are enjoying 
the Week 10 events and want to compete more. These can be named after the ATP or WTA events to create extra 
excitement and a connection to the professional game.

Official Sanctioned Tournaments 

Again most associations run sanctioned events for young players. The key here is to understand that this is the most 
stressful and demanding competitive experience that most young players will face and therefore should not be the 
only provision that you make for competition. By moving through a series of competitive experiences before players 
reach this stage you are more likely to ensure that players enjoy this type of competition as they have been well 
prepared within the club or facility setting first.

Other Events

There are a host of events that you can offer, but the key is to ensure that you present competition as the reason for 
playing. Players should come to lessons to gain the skills to play the matches and so programs should be presented 
with an appropriate competitive outlet at each stage of their development.
It’s a good idea to plan your events well in advance. Many clubs produce an annual calendar which outlines all events. 
It’s also important to hold events on regular days, eg. 36’ / Red team event = first Sunday of every month so that 
everyone knows when it is.
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1.6  Competition Checklist

Checklist

•	 Choose a date most children will be able to make. Consult the list of dates for Regional events including Inter 
Club Leagues. Note important dates, eg. National Holidays, school holidays, local events, pro tournaments that 
may be close by, Club Championship finals, sanctioned events, Inter Club Leagues, etc. In your plans, remember 
to include a variety of events and formats at all stages.

•	 Consider organising kid’s events alongside junior tennis events. This will get children used to the idea of being 
involved with older players.

•	 Plan the promotion of events, you’ll generally need at least 6 weeks to promote any event

•	 Determine how entries will be collected. Options include sign-up sheets for the bulletin board, entry forms, or 
turning up on the day 

•	 Set realistic and consistent entry fees.

•	 Keep records of results for displaying on your club bulletin board.

•	 Consider planning a series or tour of events to tie events together. By creating an awareness of all the dates, 
players can be encouraged to play in the whole series and points carried forward for each event.

•	 Remember to promote your next event before your players leave this one
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1.7 Formats
Tennis Olympics
Players in pairs spend 2 minutes on each given skill 
station. Each time they complete the task 6 times they 
run to the scoreboards on the net and attach a clothes 
pin for their team

Tag Team Tennis
Play in pairs. Rotate every two points with partner. Best 
of 3 tiebreaks. Change opponent after each tiebreak, 
spin for 3rd tiebreak. Play as a round robin.

Superteam Shootout
Players line up in two teams, Go on to court play 
short match them come o� and rejoin the line, 
ready to play again. Use a visual scoreboard to 
keep team score.

Stick or Swap
Not a team event. Uses the “line” organisation 
system but after each match players decide to stick 
with card they have or swap for opponents. Players 
both join same line after match. Coach records 
player wins, prize for highest card at the end of the 
event also.
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S2 Creating and Planning a Quality Learning Environment 

2.1 The Three Limiting Factors of Readiness
2.2 Incidental Tennis Essentials 
2.3 PAID
2.4 Using the Learning Planner
2.5 Choosing Lesson Content
2.6 Micro Cycle Planner (1 Session per week)
2.7 Micro Cycle Planner (3 Sessions per week)
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2.1  The Three Limiting Factors of Readiness

Have you ever considered when you teach that a child may not be ready to learn the skill or technique that you are 
presenting? Of course there are obvious examples of skills that you would not dream of trying to teach to a small child 
but there may also be some less obvious ones that you should understand.

The concept of readiness is worth considering here to help coaches better understand what factors influence whether 
a child does or doesn’t learn a particular skill. Readiness is a simple concept. If all factors of readiness are in place then a 
child will learn a skill quickly and easily. As coaches we have all experienced this from time to time when you present a 
skill and after only a few minutes the child can easily perform it.

Readiness is based on 3 factors

•	 The Child

•	 The Skill

•	 The Environment 

The Child

The child factor is simple. Is the child physically, mentally and emotionally capable of performing the skill?  Physically 
this means is the body developed enough. The word development is always used to describe function, which is the way 
the whole body works as a unit to make something happen. Mental capacity is about understanding the skill. The more 
complex or abstract a skill is the less likely the child will be able to perform it. Emotionally the skill should be such that 
the child is motivated to perform it and has no fear that they might be unsuccessful.

The Skill

Most skills have a developmental order which means that any complex skill is supported by a series of simple ones 
(standing before walking, walking before running). If these simple skills are not in place then it is very unlikely that 
the player will learn the complex ones. Or if they do they are likely to be malformed. In tennis the skills of balance, 
basic posture and coordination are considered to be prerequisite skills to learning the strokes and movement patterns 
required to play the game.

The Environment

The last of our three factors encompasses all the external factors that impact on and motivate a child. These include 
access to facilities and equipment, good coaching, the opportunity to practice with other players or family members, 
how the sport is perceived by the child and how motivated they are to work at improving.  Clearly these also have a big 
influence of the child’s capacity to learn.

Most coaches are skill focussed but don’t consider how the Childs capacity to learn may change the way in which 
they approach teaching this skill. Some don’t consider the way in which the environment changes the motivation and 
opportunity to learn. The message is a simple one:

To be a great kids coach you need to understand and look after all three!
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Athlete Development

Readiness is not a new idea, much has been presented and discussed over recent years on Long Term Player / Athlete 
Development, but essentially at its heart is the understanding that growth and development, both physically and 
mentally must have a bearing on what is taught to a player. This assumes that there are certain components of 
development of the four performance factors (technical, tactical, physical and mental) that have limits placed upon 
them as the player has not developed in the areas required to perform such skills, but by including factors such as 
environment and prerequisite skills in Kids Tennis is taking the idea to a new and very practical level.
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2.2  Incidental Tennis Essentials 

It must never be forgotten that we are teaching a game. It is key to retaining players that they learn to serve, rally and 
score as soon as possible. Sometimes an overly technical approach can get in the way of children getting out there and 
playing!

By using practices that mirror more of the attributes of the game we can get children to learn what the game is all 
about early on, and much of what we need to teach them they will learn incidentally without even knowing it.

The principles are very simple

•	 Always lay out and specify a court

•	 Have players working in twos so that they understand that they have an opponent (or partner)

•	 Make players move, as this is so integral to learning the skills  required to play the game

•	 Incorporate a ball into appropriate activities

If we then translate these into tasks so that they are included in every activity, kids quickly grasp what tennis is all 
about. And while there are thousands of drills that are used to teach tennis in the world today, you should try to focus 
on using only those that incorporate as many of the core aspects as possible.

The Court

This means defining the area in a visual way so that players can clearly see

•	 What is in or out

•	 Where they should be standing (behind the court / baseline)

•	 Where the ball will arrive

•	 Where the ball must be sent to (emphasis on control)

•	 Finally this helps players develop orientation (where they are on the court). 

Young players need courts or areas to be clearly defined with throw down lines but you should not be put off by taking 
a little time to get children to understand where the lines go and letting them lay them down. This will help the child to 
feel confident that they can come and play with their parents or friends and set up the court outside of lessons.

The Opponent

Tennis is a game of opposition. Players need to understand that the game only exists if there is a player at the other 
end. So every drill or activity from 36’ / Red upwards should have two players. This helps players to understand and 
remember that the point has not finished just because they hit the ball over the net. It also helps to:

•	 Develop their reception skills as in all shots in tennis except for the serve the ball is received before it is sent 

•	 Make players aware of the position of their opponent and hit the ball away from them

Players also benefit from learning skill in a semi-open environment where the ball coming towards them is not the 
same each time, so that they learn to react and adjust each time. Children have an immense capacity for learning 
through adaptation and taking this approach will see players rallying and really playing the game sooner
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The Movement Cycle

In Tennis we start from a ready position, move to the ball, balance in the hitting position, then recover to a position 
relative to the ball that we have just sent. This movement cycle should be included in as many practices as possible to 
help players understand and learn:

•	 That they will always have to move

•	 It is important to be in the “best balanced position” to hit the ball

•	 How to accelerate and decelerate into this balanced position

•	 The necessary movements and footwork patterns

•	 The rhythm of tennis

As a coach you should pay particular attention to balance when hitting and also to relevant movement patterns. Using 
“X” or “V” shaped movement patterns is much more relevant than totally sideways (lateral) patterns.  Remember that 
even for static technical drills like serve, players can hit, recover to the centre to collect the next ball before serving 
again.

The Ball

It is not “always” necessary to include a ball in warm ups but where possible with the younger players using a ball to 
throw and catch in many activities will help to develop the players understanding of simple concepts like depth, flights, 
bounce, spin and speed. 
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2.3  P.A.I.D. – Principles of Great Tennis Activity

As a  Kids Coach you have a responsibility to deliver a high quality environment so that players can learn the game 
quickly and effectively. We have summarised the keys to this as P.A.I.D. For each activity that you do you should 
remember that it must fit as many of the principles listed as possible. This will ensure the most effective learning 
possible and help players progress rapidly.

Purpose – the mission

Before you start you should be clear upon the purpose of the activity or practice that you are using. If you are unsure of 
its purpose then the best advice is not to use it.

•	 Why are you doing this activity? Can you clearly define the objective?

•	 Can you see the results of the activity? Can you teach / improve your player’s performance?

•	 Is it a review activity, practicing a skill that you have already established, or about learning a new skill? Both are 
important but you should be cautious of doing too many things that do not challenge the player to improve, at 
this young age when learning can happen rapidly.

Activity – the game of tennis

This set of principles is about making activities tennis specific. With literally thousands of tennis drills listed in 
publications and shared between pros around the world it is important to ensure that you use those which are most 
appropriate. We have already discussed these concepts:

•	 Defining The Court - try to define an area for each activity, include where to and where from

•	 Two Players  -  get players to work together, both cooperating and working on opposition, on sending and 
receiving in the same activity sessions (ensure that you understand that you are teaching all players not just the 
hitters)

•	 Movement - players need to start in a ready position, move to the ball, balance and then recover rather than 
just stand and hit

•	 The Ball - players need to develop reception skills, strokes do not work without them

But it is also worth considering these principles which will also help 

•	 Targets - large enough to create success with a central point for focus, keep options down to two in order to 
simplify decision making process

•	 Outcome- what is the objective of the activity, can you and your players see or measure it clearly. You might 
consider recording it and see if in a few weeks time the players have improved their performance.

•	 Rules - does the activity have rules or help the player to understand the rules of the game. 

 

Individual – the way a child learns

Children are like sponges soaking up information and knowledge and improving skill very rapidly (subject to readiness). 
So providing the right activities can be the difference between effective learning and children getting into bad habits. 
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•	 Three Hits - avoid having children in lines, where they hit one ball and run to the back of the line.  It doesn’t 
create learning as children do not establish enough opportunity or repetition to learn a skill or motor pattern

•	 Motivation – Consider what appeals to the child, why would they want to do it? Makes sure that you explain 
why it is important and what they will gain from learning this skill!

•	 Reward Systems – using very simple rewards systems like stickers  is a great way of keeping levels of effort 
high.

•	 Review – children love to do tasks that they are familiar with. If you have children then you will know how 
often they want to watch the same TV program over and over again. And while you may think variety is very 
important to create effective learning the task must be repeated from lesson to lesson (see Lesson Planning)

•	 Teaching in Blocks – although they need to repeat tasks, children’s attention spans are limited so you should 
be careful not to do an activity for too long. Effective learning is better in short blocks, so rather than doing one 
activity for 20 minutes try splitting it up into two 10 minute blocks.

•	 Inclusion - avoid using too many elimination games, those eliminated are usually the ones that need more 
practice. If you must use games where players are eliminated then you should have a way of those players 
rejoining the game.

•	 Progression & Challenge – one of the key skills of a coach with children at this age is the ability to find tasks at 
the relevant level. So activities should be easily adapted to find a suitable level for each player, bearing in mind 
that you may have different levels of ability within the same class or group. In general the simpler the activity is, 
the more different levels you will be able to find.

•	 Understanding – finally you must ensure that the activity helps the player to understand why and when they 
will use it. Players who understand the reason for learning something are far more likely to engage fully in trying 
to learn it.

Delivery – the way a pro teaches

Your skill as a coach is one of the most important factors in the improvement of players at this young age. “How to be” is 
THE essential skill that a Kids Coach needs to have!

•	 Aspiration – children under seven years old do not often have a global awareness, they know their immediate 
family and friends and may know little about the game at the highest level. When presenting activities the use 
of imagination will help, relating things to colours numbers, and cartoon characters. Children over seven start 
to develop a greater awareness of the game at all levels and you should use aspiration in your communication, 
naming drills and practices after players and talking about tennis at the professional level.

•	 Brevity – This is not just a skill at this young age but you should stay focussed on keeping all communication 
short and simple. For most children you have 20 seconds to deliver your message before they lose focus and 
stop taking in information.

•	 Visual – Of course most children learn visually so you should show the skill so that they can copy it; don’t forget 
to also show the activity as children will understand much more about it if they see it in action first.

•	 Purpose – keep the purpose very clear in your head. It is easy to be distracted and start working on a topic that 
you hadn’t intended to. As a coach be specific and stay focused and you will make more rapid progress.

•	 Measurable tasks – children need to see progress in increments. Showing  small levels of incremental progress 
can be done by using some simple score cards and recording a players improvement over a few months.

Note about Balls

It should be noted that using different balls is a simple and effective way of introducing new skills and techniques. So at 
you may still make use of the lower level ball when introducing skills or when players are having difficulty mastering a 
task. 
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2.4  Using the Lesson Planner

On page 2.6 is a lesson planner for a 4 week micro-cycle. A micro-cycle is a short period during which a small group of 
skills will be focussed upon and improved.
The idea of the planner is to structure sessions using some of the key principles that we have already explained in this 
section, particularly the idea is to:

•	 Revisit Content over several weeks

•	 Repeat content during the session, sandwiched around another activity (this is more effective in achieving real 
learning and progress)

•	 Structuring content so that goals are achieved and progress is monitored

Step #1

Decide upon the subject content to be covered over the four lesson period. This should be based upon achieving the 
tasks set out in your curriculum or objectives, but should be limited to 

•	 Two Physical Tasks (included as Warm Ups) – this includes progressions of these practices

•	 Three Core Tasks these might be Technical or Tactical Tasks – again including progressions 

Write these activities into the Content part of the planner (Warm Up 1, 2 and Activity 1,2,3)

Step #2

Refer to the Structure grid in the upper part of the page to see how the content is used over the 4 week period.

•	 You will see how these tasks will be repeated and visited each lesson

•	 Tasks with a  next to them indicate that this is the main focus of the lesson for that week

•	 For a one hour lesson each box is approximately 10 minutes of content

Refer back to the sheet each week to list the teaching points that you have felt necessary to use and comments about 
the sessions in the evaluation box.

Note: The planner listed in 2.7 is designed to be used for more serious and committed players over 12 lessons in 
a 4 week period.
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2.5  Choosing Lesson Content

Skills required to play the game of tennis focus on a multitude of different technical and tactical areas. But “what should 
be taught and when” might be different as players grow and develop. To help we have defined these into three areas.

Need to … Technical Skills

Start a Point Serve and return

Build a Point Rallying, approach 

Finish a Point Volley, smash, mid court ball, smash, drive volley

Through the development of the program differing amounts of time should be spent in each lesson.

Stage Starting Building Finishing

36’ / Red 30% 50% - 60% 20%

60’ / Orange 35% 40% 25%

78’ / Green 33% 33% 33%

The message is a simple one. With so much of tennis dependent upon serve and return it must be a key area of focus 
and not be missed. However there are key times to develop these skills based upon the physiological development of 
players.

Developing the Task

It is expected that over the course of the sessions (1 x micro cycle) tasks will be developed in the following ways

•	 Cooperative Task – Players working together to achieve the teaching point or task

•	 Cooperative PB Measurable – Using record cards players record their score over a number of weeks

•	 Cooperative Competitive Task – performing a cooperative but measurable task and trying to achieve this task 
before the other squad members (use a  scoring systems to keep interest)

•	 Competitive Conditioned Task – by modifying the game situation, court or scoring system place emphasis on 
performing the task in a competitive situation

•	 Competitive Open Task – perform the task within points without specific conditions
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2.6  Micro Cycle Learning Planner

Date starting: Teaching pro: Time:

Stage: Venue: # Players: 

Structure
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

ABC Warm Up 1 ABC Warm Up 2 ABC Warm Up 1 ABC Warm Up 2

Activity 1 Activity 1 Review Activity 2 Review Activity 3 Review

Activity 2 Activity 2 Activity 3 Activity 2

Activity 1 Activity 3 Activity 1 Activity 1

Activity 2 Activity 2 Activity 3 Activity 3

Competition Competition Competition Competition

Evaluation Evaluation Evaluation Evaluation

Content
Warm Up 1 Warm Up 2 Activity 1 Activity 2 Activity 3

Teaching Points Teaching Points Teaching Points Teaching Points Teaching Points
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2.7  Micro Cycle Planner 12 Sessions
 

Micro Cycle Learning Planner (12 session Program)

Date starting: Teaching pro: Time:

Week 

1

Week 

2

Week 

3

Week 

4
WU 1 WU 2 WU 3 WU 4 WU 1 WU 2 WU 3 WU 4 WU 1 WU 2 WU 1 WU 2

WU 2 WU 3 WU 4 WU 1 WU 2 WU 3 WU 4 WU 1 WU 2 WU 1 WU 2 WU 3

A 1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4

A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4 A1

A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4

A4 A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3 A4 A1 A2 A3

POINTS POINTS POINTS POINTS POINTS POINTS POINTS POINTS POINTS POINTS POINTS POINTS

Warm Up 1 Warm Up 2 Warm Up 3 Warm Up 4 Activity 1 Activity 2 Activity 3 Activity 4

Posture & 
Balance

Locomotion Rotation Option Building 
- Must Be 
Measurable

Must Relate to 
Serve & Return

Option Option

Teaching 
Points

Teaching 
Points

Teaching 
Points

Teaching 
Points

Teaching 
Points

Teaching 
Points

Teaching 
Points

Teaching 
Points
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S3 Developing Physical Skills Further

3.1 The Importance of Physical Skill Development
3.2 Understanding Coordination and Movement
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3.1  The Importance of Physical Skill Development

The commonly accepted Long Term Athlete Model suggests that the under 10 age is not just a good age to start 
children playing sport but is an essential age to develop physical skills. The term physical literacy has been used, such is 
the importance at this age. Studies suggest that these motor skills and patterns should be learnt between the ages of 
6 and 10 and refined between the ages of 9 and the onset of puberty in order to maximise the athletic development of 
the player.
You should also understand the importance of helping and teaching children to learn to move; this is one of the core 
principles of the game.
So what do we need to teach and how should practices be presented in order to maximise the opportunity of the 
player to develop high level athletic abilities? 

Foundations

Many experts in the field of child and athletic development classify Fundamental Movements into different categories, 
but as coaches, we should understand that children need to perform these skills well in order to more effectively learn 
the tennis specific ones:

•	 walk, run, jump, hop, skip

•	 land and balance

•	 throw, catch, handle, carry

All are necessary at an early age and ensure that a child:

•	 maximizes their athletic potential.

•	 gains confidence through a positive active experience.

•	 develops the habit of being active.

•	 maintains health and well being.

•	 benefits socially through cooperation and participation in sport.

Some movement skills, like balance and running style, are ideally established early in a child’s life. Some children 
who are naturally very active acquire these skills, while others will be lacking in this area. Providing children lots of 
experience and spending time teaching these skills in the warm up, as well as throughout the lesson, are great ways to 
ensure that they will develop these essential foundations.

Inside Out and Top Down

When looking at physical skill development we need  to consider that there is 
a pattern of growth that also influences the order of skill development. This is 
commonly categorised as “gross motor skill to fine motor skill” and means that 
players will gain control of the larger parts of their body before the smaller ones. 
When looking at any physical skill we should remember that the large muscles 
and joints should be activated first and are easier to control first and then we can 
add the smaller ones, radiating out from the centre of the body as shown in the 
picture to the right. 
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Understanding Movement skills

On a tennis court, a player must move

•	 to the ball using a variety of footwork patterns

•	 adjust around the ball, set  in a balanced position

•	 rotate through the shot finishing on balance

•	 and then recover

All of these movements need to be performed to different degrees and players are required to move forward, 
backward, sideways and in different directions, all at great speed.

Of course the movement cycle in tennis is

Reception   Execution  Recovery

But once we start looking at what these component skills are, we need to consider how and in what order children are 
likely to learn or develop them. Looking at them in categories will help, and a common way to look at them is:

•	 Balance

•	 Coordination

•	 Speed and Agility

Balance Static to Dynamic

Coordination Simple to Complex

Agility Predictive to Adaptive/Reactive

Balance

This is the foundation of all efficient movement and is essential at every level of the game.
Without it, we struggle to perform any other movements. We can define it as the ability to control the body in various 
positions while holding still or in motion.  
But an easy description would be 

The ability to control the body’s position and posture
Balance as a skill moves from static to dynamic. An example would be to stand on one foot (static), and then hop on 
that foot (dynamic).
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Coordination

Once children start developing basic balance, they start to attempt more tasks and are able to combine these 
movements into a fluid action. This is generally referred to as coordination. Coordination is probably the most broadly 
used term in sport and refers to many different movement principles. Physical trainers define coordination in two ways 

•	 Intra-muscular coordination – coordination of individual muscle fibres within a muscle

•	 Inter-muscular coordination – coordination of the muscles with each other

To keep it clear here, we’ll use this definition

The ability to combine movements or objects into a fluent action
In considering coordination, you need to understand that it will progress from simple movements to complex patterns. 
An example is running - moving from a simple running pattern (using left arm with right leg, etc.), to adaptive patterns 
(using a variety of step patterns), to reactive (doing all this with a racquet in hand and coordinating the run to arrive at 
the right time and place to hit the ball).
It is important to build patterns in a logical order so that a player has the groundwork to develop further athletic skills. 
Doing only tennis specific footwork patterns with young players may mean that ultimately they will lack the ability to 
adjust and adapt at a later age.

Speed and Agility

Now that our young player is balancing and developing coordination, s/he needs to be able to do these actions with 
speed and in a multitude of directions. Speed is the ability to perform an action quickly. Agility is defined as

The ability to move at speed and change direction on balance
At this young age, you need to help children develop 

•	 Speed of reactions, 

•	 Speed of coordination and this aids 

•	 Speed of motion over short distances.

Like coordination, agility should be developed from being predictive (set patterns of quick movement) to reactive 
(reacting to the ball or opponent) and/or adaptive (being able to change the pattern). On a cautionary note players 
should be encouraged to perform movements well before they do them quickly.

Putting it all together

So in order to progress any task we can use the skills of balance, coordination and agility to create a progressive skill 
pathway for any skill. Simply:

•	 Control it then

•	 Combine it then

•	 Do it in different directions and at speed 
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S4 Technical and Tactical Development

4.1   Becoming Tactically Aware
4.2   Core Control Skills
4.3   36’ Red Court Tennis
4.4   60’ Orange Court Tennis
4.5   78’ Green Court Tennis  
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4.1  Becoming Tactically Aware

The concept of using modified equipment to make the game easier to learn is at the heart of Programs like ITF 
Tennis10s, USTA Quickstart Tennis, and the ITF Play and Stay campaign, but as you work more and more with the 
systems you will discover that it’s not just about playing the game quicker but also about creating a systematic 
approach to developing both technical and tactical skills.

By gaining a better understanding of the game on the 36’, 60’ and 78’ court you can understand how to gradually 
incorporate the different needs at each level into your training. 

Awareness

There are four factors on court that a player must become aware of and integrate into a tactical understanding. These 
are 

•	 Self – orientation to space and the court

•	 Ball – perception and tracking of the ball

•	 Court – understanding and using the geography of the court including position of opponent

•	 Opponent – understanding the strengths and weaknesses of the opponent

Technique, Technical Skills, and Tactical Decisions

Technical and tactical factors are described in a great many different ways around the world so first it’s useful to clarify 
our descriptions. All are closely linked but for the purposes of this resource we will use the following descriptors.

•	 Technique – this is the way in which the player uses their  racquet and body

•	 Technical Skill – this is the ability of the player to make the ball do something

•	 Tactical Decision – this is the decision that the player makes in relation to the 4 on court awareness factors  (Self- 
Ball – Court – Opponent)

All three of these are very closely linked for example a player may find it easier to make the ball travel on a cross court 
angle (technical skill), because they are able to use a slightly open stance and have a semi western forehand grip 
(technique) and want to do this to take the opponent off of the side of the court in order to create an opening to hit to 
(tactical intention). There are a great many other ways for discussing tactics, strategy and technical issues but we will 
stick with these.
When we talk about Technique, Technical Skill and Tactical Intention we should not forget that these are focussed on 
what the player can do but we must not forget that the approach of using modified balls and courts means that these 
also play a great part in determining what is needed to play the game.
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4.2  Core Control Skills of the Game

The core skills that we will look at as the basis for tactical development include

•	 Consistency – the ability to perform the task without error

•	 Accuracy – the ability to direct the ball to a place

•	 Intensity – the use of time in the process

•	 Variety -  the ability to change or modify a skill or pattern

Although these are quite general terms they are useful in structuring the development of a young player and provide a 
simple and yet very effective approach to building their understanding.

Of Course, behind these general skills sit a set of specific ones and in order to use tactics players must execute the 
technical skills of the game for example 

•	 Hit down the line

•	 Hit cross court

•	 Redirect the ball 

•	 Angle the ball off of the side of the court

•	 Hit back to the centre of the court  

•	 Direct the ball back on the same angle

And a host of others, but this resource is not designed to conflict with specific coaching ethos and therefore we have 
chosen not to suggest that one single model is preferable in developing the player.
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4.3  36’ / Red Court

Set, balance, rotate

Core Controls

•	 Consistency

•	 Accuracy

The 36’ / Red (foam) ball is bigger and flies slower than other balls. It has a consistent 
bounce which places it between the knee and the bottom of the rib cage on the 
majority of shots when players rally baseline to baseline.  Most balls are hit around 
this area and it is very difficult for a player to make the ball bounce much higher for 
their opponent. 

The court is relatively narrow and so players need to move a little sideways and 
forwards but backward movement is a limited requirement and they can usually 
move, stop and balance in preparation for each shot. As a result the focus here in 
training should be exactly that simple early reaction and movement, good balance 
and rotation, and consistent contact points.

Consistent bounce of the foam ball and limited court size mean:

•	 Most Balls will be hit mid Chest to knee height

•	 Some open  racquet face skills are required on lower balls

•	 Only volleys and serve are  hit above shoulder height

•	 Serve contact point height dependents on age and capacity

•	 Body Rotations will be made with shoulders level

Tactical Awareness

•	 Self 

•	 Ball

Player’s tactical intention is limited as they are unlikely to have full awareness of their opponent unless they are at a very 
advanced level.  This means that although they may be able to hit the ball away from their opponent they are unlikely 
to be able to fully understand how to make it difficult for their opponent in other ways as their focus in on themselves, 
and the ball.
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In order to achieve the limited tactical intention that they do have, practices should be based upon:

•	 directing the ball down the line 

•	 directing the ball cross court 

•	 Redirecting the ball in order to hit away from the opponent. 

So it will be worth considering using the following court shapes to practice.

Micro Court (18’) Small court to 

•	 develop control and consistency

•	 focus on contact point and a very short swing shape

Narrow court to 

•	 promote swing length and accuracy

•	 encourage consistency

•	 encourage approaching the net

•	 move player short and deep

Cross Court Only to 

•	 practice maintaining angle

•	 encourage use of spin

•	 develop angles 

•	 increase demands on lateral movement

  ½ Court vs. Whole Court to

•	 direct the ball back to the same position on court

•	 redirect the ball away from the opponent

•	 introduce the concept of attack and defend

By creating this simple foundation of move stop hit recover and focussing on consistent contact point on the forehand 
and backhand players will have great foundations to move on to the dynamic demands of the next court.
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4.4  60’ Orange Court

Time to really move 

Core Controls

•	 Consistency

•	 Accuracy

•	 Intensity 

•	 Variety

Unlike at the 36’ level there will often not be the opportunity to arrive at the hit perfectly balanced. Players at this level 
will be stronger and faster and will need to contact the ball

•	 At higher positions (max around shoulder height)

•	 Lower positions

•	 While on the run (including further away from the body)

•	 Higher on the serve

At 60’ (Orange) level the transition ball flies faster and also reacts well to 
increased speed so players will now 

•	 have less time to position themselves and may have to hit more balls 
from a dynamic position

•	 must learn to hit off of either foot) 

•	 need to move better  laterally resulting in more shots hit off of a semi 
open stance  

•	 experience an increased demand to move forwards

•	 need to be able to coordinate well into different hitting positions.  

Increase court length requires and ball speeds mean:

•	 More dynamic use of body mostly on a horizontal plane

•	 Rotations may require separation of the upper and lower body (hips and shoulder at different angles) as there is 
not always time to step into the court.

Technical skill now needs to be based upon 

•	 making the ball move faster 

•	 creating more spin in order to maintain control of this faster ball 

•	 grips that better facilitate this and allow for greater  racquet head speed

•	 use the kinetic chain

•	 better shoulder rotation off of a semi open stance 
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•	 reception of the faster ball as the use of spin and speed allows players to hit more angles and move their opponent wider 

Tactical Awareness

•	 Self

•	 Ball

•	 Court and Position of Opponent 

Tactically players now should be developing 

•	 a better understanding of court geography

•	 an understanding of when to attack and defend at appropriate times

•	 using space by changing the depth and angle of their shots to open the court

•	 the use of patterns of play, understanding that if they can move the player wide then with the next shot they 
should aim to hit the space that they have created. 

All this means that the use of TIME has become more important than on the 36’ court and by taking the ball early and 
by hitting sequences of shots they can best take the time away from their opponent.
In addition to the previous court shapes which should be continued with Players will benefit from playing on these 
shaped courts in order to develop the different skills sets required.

Short Wide Court to

•	 develop the use of angles

•	 encourage open racket face skills

•	 develop control of the wrist and forearm in angling the racquet face

•	 increase dynamic lateral movement

Deep only court to

•	 Encourage the use of depth both crosscourt and down the line

•	 Maintain consistency

•	 Keep opponent back 

L Court or other to

Encourage the use of a weapon (in this case forehand)

Players should experience a dynamic environment where movement is 
key and the increased speed of the ball increases the visual and physical 
demands. This forms a great foundation for the next level which will help to 
create a Total Tennis Player.
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4.5  78’ /Green Court

A whole new level

Core Priorities

•	 Consistency

•	 Accuracy

•	 Intensity

•	 Variety

Moving on to the regular court whether you use the green (mid) ball or the regular ball provides the ultimate challenge 
to a young player. The court is now “adult sized”, and let’s not forget that in no other sport do players as young as 10 
years old move to play on the full regulation field, so even though we have 36’ and 60’ courts in preparation it is still a 
big step.

Recap

Of course each time a player moves to the next court the first thing that happens is the players learn to adapt to the 
demands of distance and pace and so players who were technically and tactically capable of performing a skill will now 
temporarily regress as they focus on trying to regain this skill in a more demanding environment.

But, this environment is not just about the size of the court but also greatly about 
the characteristics of the ball, remember:

•	 players are used to dealing with the “faster” ball at the 60’ court

•	 have already learned to move well in most direction -Laterally, 
forwards and diagonally

Now the ball requires some more competencies that were rarely used before.  On 
this court the ball is harder and energy transferred into the ball (spin, height, pace) 
has more influence when the ball bounces. 

So a player can now 

•	 hit the ball with height spin and pace and make the ball bounce up at the opponent

•	 move their opponent away from the baseline

•	 in opposition to this tactic the opponent must learn to contact the ball at a higher point on some shots

•	 more balls off of the back foot as they are forced back

•	 adjust their body height to maintain a position of strength

•	 counter to this is to take the ball early

•	 maintain racquet head acceleration from the 60’ court
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Court size and ball density now also mean:

•	 Players must hit in all position (use of height as weapon)

•	 Serves move higher

•	 Body used to align vertically to balls

•	 More use of incoming ball speed to create pace

Tactical Awareness

•	 Self

•	 Ball

•	 Court

•	 Opponent

Tactically a player is likely to be able to

•	 integrate more information into their decision making process 

•	 understand the geography of the court

•	 how to create space and time

•	 understand the strengths and weaknesses of their opponent

•	 formulate a strategy to “beat” them by making it difficult for them

•	 use anticipation cues to determine what their opponent is doing and 

•	 start to link shots as part of this plan

For example then will understand that if they can hit a ball crosscourt with pace, height, depth and spin to the 
backhand then the likely response will be a defensive shot back crosscourt or a weak shot that they can move forwards 
to and attack.

Continued use of different court shapes to stimulate tactical and technical skill on all previous court shapes. 

Players need to be strong and quick to play on this court, but many players will undoubtedly move to this court before 
they are ready. As a coach you can deliver the ball at a lower height and so this does not seem so apparent but as soon 
as a player competes against someone with the technical skill to make the ball move then the nice balls that you were 
feeding start to become irrelevant. 

The important message is that a player’s ability to hit with a coach is not the same as a player’s ability to play the game. 
Tennis is a dynamic and demanding sport at the highest level of junior tennis and by understanding the tools that you 
have in front of you through Quickstart / ITF Tennis10s you can develop players with a much higher level of technical 
and tactical skill. 




